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”existing structures and needs of the
city itself”

Tram line
Car traffic
Pedestrians

In Helsinki, citizens take over urban spaces
for their self-organised activities, such as the
Restaurant Day, dance hall events, Dinner
under the Sky, urban farming, block parties,
Tour of the Choirs. The appeal of the city is
enhanced by today’s large-scale events like
diverse festivals and the Slush technology and
startup event.
The competition area is one of the best in
Helsinki but inefficiently used. In this proposal
the shoreline area is activated for the use of
the citizens. The new spaces are housed in five
buildings placed along the waterfront. A garden
deck connects the buildings on the park side of
the site. The car traffic of Laivasillankatu street
is redirected to flow under the garden deck and
through the harbour under the Olympialaituri
quay, and join the existing street network on
the south side of the harbour pavilions. The
street vacated of cars is left for pedestrians,
bikes and trams. Two bridges connect the
garden deck to the park and the street below.
Parking is arranged under the Tähtitorninmäki
hill. New urban outdoor spaces are formed on
the waterfront, on the northern side of the
new buildings and on the garden deck.
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”a beautiful and cultivated place,
dancing by the water”

”inventive platforms for experiencing
and producing art”

Dance is for everyone. It is for the crowds of
We Love Helsinki, who appreciate partner
dancing, the oldies’ music and good old fashion
attire. It is for those who have experienced horrors that are beyond words, as was shown in
the dance performance Paperiankkuri (‘paper
anchor’) at the Finnish National Theatre a
few years back. Dance is for those who enjoy
putting on their evening dresses and going
to the ballet to experience the art through
someone else’s body. It is for those in wheelchairs, as proven by the group Hecho A Mano!
and the documentary of their life, Wheelchair
Flamenco. Dance is for everyone who gives it a
chance.

The Project Hall is a space to bring artists
together. It includes exhibition space, wood
and metal workshops, open office space, a
meeting point with a café, a digital art library
and an outdoor exhibition area next to the Old
Market Hall. The spaces can be adapted for
different uses. The windows of the workshops
open towards the sea, so the passers-by can
watch the work being done. Some spaces can
be occasionally reserved for projects that offer
activities to the general public. On the shore
there are berths for an art boat that cruises to
the nearby islands and for a boat café.

What better way to honour this great art than
to give it a space in a central spot close to
the historical centre of Helsinki. A space that
is open to all kinds of people and all kinds of
dance – a space for people, a place of doing.
“Dancing harbour” brings the much needed
House of Dance into the South Harbour
together with the Checkpoint Project Hall.
The House of Dance has two high-quality
performance spaces with convertible seating
and several rehearsal halls as well as other
supporting spaces. The halls are also suitable
for music, cinema, theatre and circus performances. Dance events can be organised in the
foyers, on the deck and on the dance quay by
the waterside.
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The art workshops with exhibition space, the
spaces reserved for dance and the outdoor
areas function flexibly and overlap, creating
synergy and places for current and future projects of professional artists and all citizens. The
art library offers a channel for networking with
events all around the city. On the edges of the
buildings, spaces overlooking the sea, sky and
park are reserved for silent reflection.
The buildings, which can be constructed in
phases, have recycled materials in the facades
and interiors, and green roofs. They reflect the
altering, layered and unfinished nature of the
urban structure and inspire the making of art:

”public spaces and a public culture
that can generate decent livelihoods
and be accountable to communities.”

Salsa Borealis, Helsinki
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Green roofs & walls

Climbing plants

Timber cladding

Glass and steel structures
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Recycled bricks
Materials & Textures

Recycled copper shingles
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